Sustaining the Spirit of Midcoast Senior College
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In Spring of 2000, Midcoast Senior College presented its first semester to
inquiring seniors. The College founders, as well as those who sought the
values of our curriculum, were clearly in the spirit of Socrates who is said to
have declared: "Education is the kindling of a flame, not the filling of a vessel.
"
Unlike emphasis on guidance in a child's schooling, seniors are internally
motivated and have a sense of what they wish to know. Being mature in lives
of rich and varied experiences, our cooperative learning is affected by what
each one contributes to inquiry, observation, and discussion. Our rich
curriculum in the Liberal Arts and Sciences invites reflection and
contemplation so that each of us in our own way may be liberated from not
knowing and from pre-judgments, our horizons broadened, and new interests
cultivated.
The spirit of Senior College is more than the flowering of weekly classrooms.
We convene for stimulating winter and spring lectures; we assemble to be

moved by quartet music; we gather for weekly discussions of national and
international import; we engage in summer's cultural excursions.
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In different ways a number of students continue on with their learning that
began on campus. Many request an additional reading list to further explore
the subject of a course. Students of art are known to continue developing
newly acquired skills and further ripen their artistic taste.
In several instances clusters of seniors gather without the instructor to pursue
the theme of a course. A group of students, who spun off from Ann Kimmage's
course several years ago on the writing of one's memoir, continues to meet to
critique their ongoing work. A half dozen or more students from Bob
Bunselmeyer's 2011 course on England in year 1910 meet quarterly to
discuss a preselected book on a related topic. And a handful of budding
poets, inspired by recent courses offered by Gary Lawless, meets monthly
now in their third year to critique each other's progress in the many forms of
poetry writing.

One may ask: What is the propellant
that drives this lively program that
serves our seniors? From whence
comes the fire and passion? The
answer lies in the gifts of talent, skills,
and time given by a large number of
volunteers who willingly demonstrate
their dedication to the idea and ideal of
lifelong learning. With the exception of
a paid part time office administrator,
every effort that moves Senior College
forward is volunteered as a gift of the
self: from board members, committee
chairs and committee members (see
the roster elsewhere in this newsletter),
to our able faculty, webmaster, and all
the other vital workers who have come
forth to fill needs.
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Our commitment is to sustain and
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perpetuate what I have sought to
describe as the spirit of Senior College.
Growth in numbers will come naturally. Presently we find ourselves in the
agreeable position of aspiring to support what we have found to work well for
our community of lifelong learners.

The author of this article David McKeith initiated the Midcoast Inquirer 10
years ago and served as its' first editor for eight years. He was also a member
of the faculty and taught courses on western frontier women and
environmentalism. He continues to provide editorial guidance and a helpful
long term view of MSC
Submitted by -- Joyce Bessen , Midcoast Senior College
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